The Unity in Learning initiative is a partnership between the Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum, Leslie Science & Nature Center, and Yankee Air Museum that provides exciting STEM learning opportunities where Scouts participate in hands-on discovery, exploration of the natural world, and experiences that take flight.

Please visit [www.unityinlearning.org/scouts](http://www.unityinlearning.org/scouts) for registration and more information!

Questions or custom programs? Contact our Scout Programs Coordinator:
[scouts@aahom.org](mailto:scouts@aahom.org)
734. 436. 0786
The Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum and Yankee Air Museum are great places for Cub, Boy, and Girl Scouts to explore STEM concepts through activities, games and experiments. We offer many hands-on workshops specifically designed to fulfill the requirements for a variety of badges, loops, and pins. During the school year, workshops are generally offered at Yankee Air Museum on the first weekend of each month, and Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum on the third weekend of each month.

**CUB SCOUTS**
Belt Loop and NOVA Award requirements are generally designed to happen over the course of three Den meetings. Visits to museums are encouraged in order to enrich the experience. Our Belt Loop programs are not meant to complete the requirements in one whirlwind session but rather to complement your Pack’s activities and to motivate and excite your Cubs as they complete their adventures with their Dens and adult leaders.

**TIGER:** Stories in Shapes, Family Stories*; **WOLF:** Code of the Wolf, Motor Away*; **BEAR:** Forensics, Make It Move; **WEBELOS:** Adventures in Science, Engineer*; **NOVA AWARDS:** 123 Go!, Swing!; TechTalk*  

**BOY SCOUTS**
**MERIT BADGES:** Aviation, Engineering, Photography  

**GIRL SCOUTS**
**DAISY:** 3 Cheers for Animals, Senses; **BROWNIES:** Home Scientist, Inventor, Senses, Fling Flyer Design Challenge; **JUNIORS** and **CADETTE:** Detective, Entertainment Technology; **CADETTE:** Special Agent, Wind Energy  

*ONLY AVAILABLE AT YANKEE AIR MUSEUM  

**PRICING**
$15 per scout (and siblings); minimum of 5 scouts (or $75); this includes admission into the museum and two free adults accompanying the troop. Additional adults are $8 per person.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Siblings above the age of two years wishing to participate in the workshop must pay the $15 scout fee. Siblings and adults wishing to visit the museums but not participate in the workshop are subject to the regular museum admission fee.

---

**SCOUTING**

**@ ANN ARBOR HANDS-ON MUSEUM**  

**@ YANKEE AIR MUSEUM**

Choose a two-hour program or an overnight adventure including hands-on activities, guided hikes, games, and journaling!

**CUB SCOUTS**
**TIGER:** Tigers in the Wild; **WOLF:** Paws on the Path, Call of the Wild; **BEAR:** Bear Necessities, Finding Your Way, AOL Camper, Fur, Feathers, and Ferns; **WEBELOS AND ARROW OF LIGHT:** Into the Wild, Into the Woods  

**GIRL SCOUTS**
**DAISY:** 3 Cheers for Animals, Senses; **BROWNIES:** Senses, Hiker, Letterboxer, Bugs!; **JUNIOR** and **CADETTE:** Geocacher, Camper; Night Owl, Trees  

**PRICING**
**2-HOUR PROGRAM:** $10/scout (and siblings), up to 17 or 34 youth, depending on the program. $120 minimum, no fee for adults.  

**OVERNIGHTS:** $35/scout (and siblings) up to 17 youth. $350 minimum, no fee for adults. 6pm–10am. Select two programs and LSNC staff will lead one in the evening and one in the morning. Evening camp fire and breakfast included. Add 30 minutes to either program if you would like more time at our site for a picnic or exploration.

**VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW DESCRIPTIONS AND SCHEDULE YOUR SCOUTING EXPERIENCE:**  

**WWW.UNITYINLEARNING.ORG/SCOUTS**